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Agnes........................................................Sevanah Portillo
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PRODUCTION TEAM
Director................................................................Hailey Ehr
Stage Manager....................................................Roe Woolf
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Scenic Design.....................................................AJ Hansen
Sound Designers...................Lexi Holder, Julia Vuolo
Props Designer..............................................Daze Grover
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Cinematographer.......................................Marley Lefler
Film Supervisor.....................................Elena Patterson
Subtitling Crew.................................Lexi Holder, Elena
Patterson, Sevanah Portillo, Ruth Anna Powell,
Emma Schell



DIRECTOR'S NOTE
Agnes of God is a compelling show about three women desperately
trying to understand each other under extreme circumstances and
under extreme influences from their own pasts. When I first was
developing my vision for this production, I knew that I had to tap
into this same idea to truly understand what the heart of this story
is. One of the biggest themes in this show is perspective and how
often it is a struggle to see issues from another side, and how easy it
is to draw your own conclusions. I love this show so much for that,
it’s not meant to be a good versus evil, hero versus villain story,
there is no right side. This is so important, especially in today’s
world where it is so easy to find yourself only wrapped up in your
own narrative. These three women, especially the Doctor and the
Mother, are an incredible representation of this. The Doctor and
the Mother are seemingly at odds against one another, but at their
core, they really aren’t that different. Inside we are all fighting are
own battles for what we all perceive is right. Agnes herself is also
fighting this internal battle, she has been failed by the world
around her and is operating solely off of her life experiences. We
are the products of our own lives. This production of the show lives
in the minds of the women, it is born of their memories, and it is
reflective of why we all must work to try to understand each other
before making judgements. Everyone has a faith of their own that
guides their intuition and emotions. No one is made of granite. As
intense as this show is, my hope is that it brings enjoyment and
thought about the world and people around us as we adjust to this
new world happening around us. This period will shape us, we will
all internalize it differently, but we are all still going through it
together.

Hailey Ehr
Director



DRAMATURGY NOTE
Agnes of God was written by John Pielmeire in 1979 and is inspired
by the true story of a nun by the name of Sister Maureen Murphy,
who belonged to a convent in Brighton, New York. Although this
play came out over 30 years ago, and inspired a movie that came
out over 25 years ago, the struggles of these women feel rooted in
the present. This play deals with topics of abuse, religion, self harm,
mental health, and death. All of these feel heightened in the
production by the decision to set the show in the present, during
the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, bringing an added layer of
urgency and a feeling that the stakes have been raised beyond the
imaginable. This show is about many things, but ultimately, this is a
production about faith. Faith in a higher power, faith in science,
faith in the people we care about, faith in the beliefs that we hold-
no matter what those beliefs may be-, and a faith that there is good
in people and that there is light even in very dark times. The
Warehouse Theatre Company is proud to present a production that
holds a mirror to the world we are living in, however scary,
uncertain, or dark it may be, and asks you to see the light. Keep the
faith.

Melanie Moody
Warehouse Dramaturg
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